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the ARTICLE (for teachers)            
 

Slow Aging 
It's not been much of a secret that specific social behaviors affect aging. For example, if you smoke, the 
chances of dry, rough skin increase. There are the telltale, vertical wrinkles around the lips too. Or if you 
worship the sun, then your skin will eventually turn leathery, as well as develop much deeper wrinkles around 
the eyes. Stress can lead to dark circles beneath the eyes too. And that's all just your physical appearance. 
However, scientists could only surmise how great the effects might be, at least until now. 
 
Scientists have turned to identical twins, examining in minutia their lifestyles to determine and better measure 
which social behaviors affect our physical and mental body clocks. Identical twins start as carbon copies of one 
another, yet striking differences accumulate through the years. Photos show just how glaring divergent lifestyle 
choices affect the outward appearance of the body. There are internal differences too. The study is currently 
examining 186 pairs of twins. 
 
It should be noted that positive lifestyle choices are also being recorded. Diet restrictions that also load up on 
fruits and vegetables are compared to a less healthy diet, for example. The same holds true for the amount of 
exercise the twins get, the amount of stress in their lives, and overall optimism or pessimism in their daily affairs. 
Each adds or subtracts years from a person's life, as well as their overall healthfulness. 
 
The ultimate goal, of course, is to unlock the fountain of youth, and thereby allow humankind to someday 
double or triple their lifespan. In all likelihood, the near-future breakthroughs will add a decade or two. Twins 
may hold an important piece to an immense and exceedingly difficult puzzle. 
 
 

Teacher's Notes: 

 
* Underlined words in red typeface are the recommended vocabulary for this lesson.
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WARM-UPS                

Select one or all of the following warm-up activities. 
 
1: Define: What does "aging" mean? Can you use it in a sentence? Can you give examples? 
 
2: Brainstorm: Brainstorm with a partner(s) words and ideas associated with "aging" for 2 minutes. Spend 
another 5 minutes or less discussing the words and ideas together. 
 
3: Title: Speculate and/or discuss the contents of today's article from its title: "Slow Aging." 
 
4: Speculate: Write in the missing word for today's article title: "(                         ) Aging." Why did you choose 
this word for the blank? 
 
5: Do you agree or disagree? Why? 

a. It's better to enjoy life than worry about growing old. 
b. Although everyone grows old, I'd prefer to grow old gracefully. 
c. I want to look and feel young for as long as possible. 
d. Someday humans will likely live for hundreds of years. 
e. My generation will likely live for hundreds of years. 
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VOCABULARY                
Select one of the following vocabulary acquisition activities. 
 
1: Vocabulary match: Individually or in pairs/groups, match the words in column A (from the article) with the 
best choice in column B. 

a. telltale q. guess 
b. surmise r. limit 
c. minutia s. gather 
d. carbon copy t. precise detail 
e. accumulate u. obvious 
f. glaring v. very 
g. divergent w. revealing 
h. restriction x. negativity 
i. pessimism y. differing 
j. exceedingly z. exact likeness 

 
2: Fill in the Blanks: Fill in the blank with the correct word. 

divergent accumulate glaring telltale restrictions 
surmise exceedingly carbon copies pessimism minutia 
a. Smoking causes (                         ), vertical wrinkles around the lips. 
b. Scientists could only (                         ) how great the effects might be, at least until now. 
c. Scientists have turned to identical twins, examining in (                         ) their lifestyles. 
d. Identical twins start as (                         ) of one another. 
e. Striking differences (                         ) through the years. 
f. Photos show just how (                         ) choices affect the outward appearance of the body. 
g. It's easy to compare (                         ) lifestyle choices. 
h. Diet (                         ) that also load up on fruits and vegetables are compared to a less healthy diet. 
i. Overall optimism or (                         ) in their daily affairs are also compared. 
j. Twins may hold an important piece to an immense and (                         ) difficult puzzle. 

 
3: Define: Define each word, correctly pronounce it, explain the meaning and/or usage, and offer an example 
sentence to the class. 

a. telltale c. minutia e. accumulate g. divergent i. pessimism 
b. surmise d. carbon copy f. glaring h. restriction j. exceedingly 
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WORD RECOGNITION              
1: Word Search: Find the target words (in bold). Time yourself, and see how many words you can find in three 
minutes, five minutes, or ten minutes. 

divergent accumulate glaring telltale restrictions 
surmise exceedingly carbon copies pessimism minutia 

 
T G R T Y N L G R M R E P T C 
K E C E V L L Y S N X A E N A 
K J L I S A G I U C M T S E R 
R A A L R T M N E B W U I G B 
X F I I T I R E I Y Y N M R O 
U G N T S A D I V D L I I E N 
B G R S U I L M C F E M S V C 
T Q E N N N M E G T V E M I O 
J P Y G A K I O C H I J X D P 
H M L Q X D Z M N O M O B E I 
W Y E T A L U M U C C A N X E 
D I V E R G A N T U K W G S S 
E S I M R U S C H M Z R Q P I 
X P F J F K T Y D A U L D S V 
J O A M W X Z Z K I P Q C M N 

 
 
2: Target Word Pool: Find the target words (in bold) with their exact match. Time yourself, and see how many 
words you can find in three minutes, five minutes, or ten minutes. 

divergent accumulate glaring telltale restrictions 
surmise exceedingly carbon copies pessimism minutia 
 

divergent 

diverge 

divergence 

divergently 

dividend 

surmise 

summer 

surmised 

surmising 

surprise accumulate 

accumulated 

accumulating 

accurate 

cumulous 

exceedingly 
exceeding 

excessive 

excessively 

exceed 
glaring 

glaringly 

glared 

gloaming 

garish 

carbon copies 

carbon copy 

copies 

carbon 

carbon copied 

telltale 

telling 

tale 

tall tale 

tellingly 

pessimism 

pessimistic 

pessimistically 

pest 

passive 

restrictions 
restricted 

restrict 

restrictive 

restructured 

minutia 

minute 

minutely 

minutes 

minimum 
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pre- or post-COMPREHENSION          
1: Word Association: Brainstorm words associated with today's topic for two minutes. Present to the class. 
 
2: Brainstorm Questions: Brainstorm questions that you would like to ask about today's topic. Answer the 
questions without looking at the article. 
 
3: True or False?: Guess (before the article) or answer (after the article) whether the sentence is true or false. 
If false, correct the sentence. 

a. According to the article, smoking causes leathery skin. T / F 
b. The study will compare lifestyle and its effects in all twins, fraternal and identical. T / F 
c. Although the positive will also be studied, scientists will mostly look at the negative. T / F 
d. A positive or negative outlook affects aging. T / F 
e. As mentioned in the article, perhaps humans will soon be able to live decades longer. T / F 

 
4: Questions: Answer the questions to check comprehension. 

a. According to the article, what happens when you smoke or get too much sun? 
b. Why have scientists decided to study identical twins? 
c. Are positives lifestyle choices also being examined? 
d. What aspects of twins' lives are being studied? 
e. According to the article, what is the ultimate goal? 

 
5: Vocabulary: In pairs/groups, remember how the words were used in today's article. 

a. telltale c. minutia e. accumulate g. divergent i. pessimism 
b. surmise d. carbon copies f. glaring h. restrictions j. exceedingly 

 
6: Fragments: Remember how the fragments were used, and complete the sentence from today's article. 

a. There are the telltale... 
b. Stress can lead to dark... 
c. Identical twins start as carbon copies of one another, yet... 
d. It should be noted that positive lifestyle... 
e. The ultimate goal, of course, is to unlock the fountain of youth, and thereby... 
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post-COMPREHENSION             
1: Vocabulary: Circle any additional unknown words/phrases in the article. In pairs/groups, use your 
dictionaries to understand the meanings. Present to the class. 
 
2: Class Questions: Read through the article once more, and write down any questions that you would like to 
discuss in pairs/groups or as a class. Discuss. 
 
3: Summarize: Work with a partner to summarize the article in your own words. 
 
4: Discuss: Talk about the following questions in pairs/groups. Remember to support your answers! 

a. Did you like this article? 
b. What was your general impression after reading this article? 
c. How concerned are you with aging? Please explain. 
d. Do you think people in general are too concerned with aging? Why/not? 
e. Do members of your family live long and healthy lives? Please explain. 
f. What lifestyle choices have you made that have had negative effects? 
g. What lifestyle choices have you made that have had positive effects? 
h. How much of an impact will the current study have on discovering the fountain of youth? 
i. Would you want to add another twenty years to your life? How about another fifty years? 
j. If humans could double their lifespan, would it be a good idea? Why/not? 

 
5: Discuss: What can people do to live longer, healthier lives? Brainstorm three ideas with a partner and 
provide reasons. Share your answers with another pair of students, and decide on the best idea together. 

Idea #1: 

Idea #2: 

Idea #3: 

 
6: Google Search: Type "aging" into Google news and read additional articles on this topic. Discuss or write an 
essay about your findings.
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STUDENT HANDOUT (the article)       
 

Slow Aging 
It's not been much of a secret that specific social behaviors affect aging. For example, if you smoke, the 
chances of dry, rough skin increase. There are the telltale, vertical wrinkles around the lips too. Or if you 
worship the sun, then your skin will eventually turn leathery, as well as develop much deeper wrinkles around 
the eyes. Stress can lead to dark circles beneath the eyes too. And that's all just your physical appearance. 
However, scientists could only surmise how great the effects might be, at least until now. 
 
Scientists have turned to identical twins, examining in minutia their lifestyles to determine and better measure 
which social behaviors affect our physical and mental body clocks. Identical twins start as carbon copies of one 
another, yet striking differences accumulate through the years. Photos show just how glaring divergent lifestyle 
choices affect the outward appearance of the body. There are internal differences too. The study is currently 
examining 186 pairs of twins. 
 
It should be noted that positive lifestyle choices are also being recorded. Diet restrictions that also load up on 
fruits and vegetables are compared to a less healthy diet, for example. The same holds true for the amount of 
exercise the twins get, the amount of stress in their lives, and overall optimism or pessimism in their daily affairs. 
Each adds or subtracts years from a person's life, as well as their overall healthfulness. 
 
The ultimate goal, of course, is to unlock the fountain of youth, and thereby allow humankind to someday 
double or triple their lifespan. In all likelihood, the near-future breakthroughs will add a decade or two. Twins 
may hold an important piece to an immense and exceedingly difficult puzzle. 
 
 

Notes: 
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STUDENT HANDOUT (fill in the blank)          
Fill in the blank with the correct word. 

minutia glaring exceedingly divergent appearance 
restrictions specific carbon copies surmise pessimism 
ultimate telltale lifestyle breakthroughs accumulate 
Slow Aging 
It's not been much of a secret that (a. _______________) social behaviors affect aging. For example, if you 
smoke, the chances of dry, rough skin increase. There are the (b. _______________), vertical wrinkles 
around the lips too. Or if you worship the sun, then your skin will eventually turn leathery, as well as 
develop much deeper wrinkles around the eyes. Stress can lead to dark circles beneath the eyes too. And 
that's all just your physical (c. _______________). However, scientists could only (d. _______________) 
how great the effects might be, at least until now. 
 
Scientists have turned to identical twins, examining in (e. _______________) their lifestyles to determine 
and better measure which social behaviors affect our physical and mental body clocks. Identical twins start 
as (f. _______________) of one another, yet striking differences (g. _______________) through the years. 
Photos show just how (h. _______________) (i. _______________) lifestyle choices affect the outward 
appearance of the body. There are internal differences too. The study is currently examining 186 pairs of 
twins. 
 
It should be noted that positive (j. _______________) choices are also being recorded. Diet 
(k. _______________) that also load up on fruits and vegetables are compared to a less healthy diet, for 
example. The same holds true for the amount of exercise the twins get, the amount of stress in their lives, 
and overall optimism or (l. _______________) in their daily affairs. Each adds or subtracts years from a 
person's life, as well as their overall healthfulness. 
 
The (m. _______________) goal, of course, is to unlock the fountain of youth, and thereby allow 
humankind to someday double or triple their lifespan. In all likelihood, the near-future 
(n. _______________) will add a decade or two. Twins may hold an important piece to an immense and 
(o. _______________) difficult puzzle. 
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STUDENT HANDOUT (extended listening)          
Listen and fill in the missing sentences. Compare your answers with a partner, and 

then listen once more. 
 

Slow Aging 
a) _________________________________________________________________. For example, if you 
smoke, the chances of dry, rough skin increase. There are the telltale, vertical wrinkles around the lips too. Or if 
you worship the sun, then your skin will eventually turn leathery, as well as develop much deeper wrinkles 
around the eyes. Stress can lead to dark circles beneath the eyes too. And that's all just your physical 
appearance. However, scientists could only surmise how great the effects might be, at least until now. 
 
Scientists have turned to identical twins, examining in minutia b) _____________________________________ 
____________________________. Identical twins start as carbon copies of one another, yet striking 
differences accumulate through the years. Photos show just how glaring divergent lifestyle choices affect the 
outward appearance of the body. There are internal differences too. c) ________________________________ 
_________________________________. 
 
It should be noted that positive lifestyle choices are also being recorded. d) _____________________________ 
________________________________________, for example. The same holds true for the amount of exercise 
the twins get, the amount of stress in their lives, and overall optimism or pessimism in their daily affairs. Each 
adds or subtracts years from a person's life, as well as their overall healthfulness. 
 
The ultimate goal, of course, is to unlock the fountain of youth, and thereby allow humankind to someday 
double or triple their lifespan. In all likelihood, the near-future breakthroughs will add a decade or two.  
e) _________________________________________________________________. 
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STUDENT HANDOUT (notes)             
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ANSWER KEY                
 
Vocabulary 
1.  Vocabulary Match: 2.  Fill in the Blanks: 

a. telltale f. glaring 

b. surmise g. divergent 

c. minutia h. restrictions 

d. carbon copies i. pessimism 

e. accumulate j. exceedingly 
 

pre- or post-Comprehension 
1.  True or False: 2.  Fragments: 

 
Student Handout  
1.  Fill in the Blanks 

a. specific i. divergent 

b. telltale j. lifestyle 

c. appearance k. restrictions 

d. surmise l. pessimism 

e. minutia m. ultimate 

f. carbon copies n. breakthroughs 

g. accumulate o. exceedingly 
h. glaring   

 
2.  Extended Listening 

a. It's not been much of a secret that specific social behaviors affect aging 

b. their lifestyles to determine and better measure which social behaviors affect our physical and mental body clocks 

c. The study is currently examining 186 pairs of twins 

d. Diet restrictions that also load up on fruits and vegetables are compared to a less healthy diet 

e. Twins may hold an important piece to an immense and exceedingly difficult puzzle 

 

a. w f. u 

b. q g. y 

c. t h. r 

d. z i. x 

e. s j. v 

a. F 

b. F 

c. F 

d. T 

e. T 

a. vertical wrinkles around the lips too. 

b. circles beneath the eyes too. 

c. striking differences accumulate through the years. 

d. choices are also being recorded. 

e. allow humankind to someday double or triple their lifespan. 
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